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ABSTRACT: Spatial databases are stores the information about the spatial objects which are associated with the 
keywords to indicate the information such as its business/services/features. Very important problem known as closest 
keywords search is to query objects, called keyword cover. In closest keyword search, it covers a set of query keywords 
and minimum distance between objects. From last few years, keyword rating increases its availability and importance 
in object evaluation for the decision making. This is the main reason for developing this new algorithm called Best 
keyword cover which is considers inter-distance as well as the rating provided by the customers through the online 
business review sites. Closest keyword search algorithm combines the objects from different query keywords to  
generate candidate keyword covers. Baseline algorithm and keyword nearest neighbor expansion algorithms are used to 
find the best keyword cover. The performance of the closest keyword algorithm drops dramatically, when the number 
of query keyword increases. To solve this problem of the existing algorithm, this work proposes generic version called 
keyword nearest neighbour expansion which reduces the resulted candidate keyword covers.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Now a days, use of mobile computing increases[5]. Inspired by the mobile computing, the spatial keywords search 
problem has attracted much attention recently because of location-based services and wide availability of extensive 
digital maps and satellite imagery. So the number of users using the location based services has been also increased to 
large extend. Spatial objects indicates the information such as its business/services/features which are associated to 
keyword(s)[7][8]. In spatial database, each tuple represents a spatial object. The main idea behind the spatial keywords 
search is to identify spatial object(s) which are associated with keywords relevant to a set of query keywords which are 
close to each other and/or close to the query location. This problem has unique value in variousapplications because 
users‟ requirements are often expressed as multiple keywords. In existing, spatial keyword search problem have been 
studied because of the value of the special keyword search in practice. This paper investigates a generic version of 
mCK query, called Best Keyword Cover (BKC) query, which considers inter-objects distance as well as keyword 
rating. It is motivated by the observation of increasing availability and importance of keyword rating in decision 
making. Millions of businesses/services/features around the world have been rated by customers through online 
business review sites such as Yelp, Citysearch, ZAGAT and Dianping, etc. For example, a restaurant is rated 65 out of 
100 (ZAGAT.com) and a hotel is rated 3.9 out of 5 (hotels.com). According to a survey in 2013 conducted by 
Dimensional Research (dimensionalresearch.com), an overwhelming 90 percent of respondents claimed that buying 
decisions are influenced by online business review/rating. Due to the consideration of keyword rating, the solution of 
BKC query can be very different from that of mCK query).  
        This work develops two BKC query processing algorithms, baseline and keyword-NNE. The baseline algorithm is 
inspired by the mCK query processing methods Both the baseline algorithm and keyword-NNE algorithm are 
supported by indexing the objects with an R*-tree like index, called KRR*-tree. In the baseline algorithm, the idea is to 
combine nodes in higher hierarchical levels of KRR*-trees to generate candidate keyword covers. Then, the most 
promising candidate is assessed in priority by combining their child nodes to generate new candidates. Even though 
BKC query can be effectively resolved, when the number of query keywords increases, the performance drops 
dramatically as a result of massive candidate keyword covers generated. To overcome this critical drawback, we 
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developed much scalable keyword nearest neighbour expansion (keyword-NNE) algorithm which applies a different 
strategy. Keyword-NNE selects one query keyword as principal query keyword. The objects associated with the 
principal query keyword are principal objects. For each principal object, the local best solution (known as local 
best.keyword cover (lbkc)) is computed. Among them, the lbkc with the highest evaluation is the solution of BKC 
query given a principal object, its lbkc can be identified by simply retrieving a few nearby and highly rated objects in 
non-principal query keyword (two-four objects in average as illustrated in experiments). Compared to the baseline 
algorithm, the number of candidate keyword covers generated in keyword-NNE algorithm is significantly reduced. The 
in-depth analysis reveals that the number of candidate keyword covers further processed in keyword-NNE algorithm is 
optimal, and each keyword candidate cover processing generates much less new candidate keyword covers than that 
inthe baseline algorithm. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
     A Now a days, mobile users widely uses the Location-Based Services (LBS). Location-based systems can work 
efficient if user enters the complete keyword, otherwise it was shown incomplete output. It is difficult to enter the 
complete keyword on mobile devices for getting the correct relative result. To avoid this problem, proposed system 
studied in [1] about the location-aware search. It can be returned search answers as the user enters in queries letter by 
letter. In this paper, the main challenge is to provide the relevant answers speedily. Author uses a new index structure, 
prefix-region tree (called PR-tree), that can be support to provide the speedily results to the users. PR-Tree is a tree 
based index structure which seamlessly integrates the textual description and spatial information to index the spatial 
data. Using the PRTree, authors develop efficient algorithms to support single prefix queries and multi-keyword 
queries. Experiments show that our method achieves high performance and significantly outperforms state-of-the-art 
methods. The location-aware keyword query returns ranked objects that are near a query location and that have textual 
descriptions that match query keywords[2][3]. There are many mobile applications and traditional services uses this 
type of query, e.g. Yellow pages and Maps services. In previous work, ranked query returns independent potential 
results. Ranking is very important in decision making. However, a relevant result object with nearby objects that are 
also relevant to the query is likely to be preferable over a relevant object without relevant nearby objects. The paper 
proposes [2] the concept of prestige-based relevance to capture both the textual relevance of an object to a query and 
the effects of nearby objects. Based on this, a new type of query, the Location-aware top-k Prestige-based Text retrieval 
(LkPT) query, is proposed that retrieves the top-k spatial web objects ranked according to both prestige-based 
relevance and location proximity. They propose two algorithms that compute LkPT queries. Empirical studies with 
real-world spatial data demonstrate that LkPT queries are more effective in retrieving web objects than a previous 
approach that does not consider the effects of nearby objects; and they show that the proposed algorithms are scalable 
and outperform a baseline approach significantly. 
            There are lots of applications that finds the objects nearest to the specified location which contains a set of 
keywords[5][7][8]. Yellow pages required address and a set of keywords to get the results. Yellow pages returns a list 
of business/features/services whose description contains entered keywords, ordered by their inter-object distance from 
the specified location. In this paper [3], author studied problems of nearest neighbor search on location data and 
keyword search on text data separately. There is no any method that returns answer to the best for spatial and keyword 
queries which is related to the same. In this paper, author proposed an efficient algorithm that returns top-k spatial 
keyword queries. Proposed system introduces indexing structure called Information retrieval R-Tree which is 
combination of R-tree with superimposed text signatures. Algorithm returns the answer from IR2-tree which construct 
and maintain by the algorithm to the keyword queries. Proposed algorithms are superior performance and excellent 
scalability to the previous work experimentally. Geographic search engine returns documents which are very close 
textually and spatially to the query keywords.  
          Retrieved documents are ranked according to their joint textual and spatial relevance to the entered query. 
Existing indexing scheme inefficient in answering spatial queries because of lacking in index simultaneously handle 
both the textual and location aspect. In this proposed system [4], author proposes new index called IR-tree that 
combines with a top-k document facilitates four major tasks in document searches, textual filtering, spatial filtering, 
relevance computation, and document ranking. These four tasks are used in this algorithm in a fully integrated manner. 
Also, this algorithm adopt different ranks on textual and spatial relevance of documents at the run time. Hence, it can 
be used in variety of applications. Experimentally a set of comprehensive experiments over a wide range of scenarios 
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has been conducted and the experiment results demonstrate that IR-tree outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches for 
geographic document searches. 
 
 The aim is always to find out multiple objects which altogether covers the query keyword. This is because no one 
object individually satisfies all query keywords [7] [8].the approach studied in [7][9] is similar to the mKC queries. The 
m closest keyword cover (mKC) aims to find the objects which are close to each other or with minimum distance. In 
proposed system we are going to consider not only the inter object distance but as well as the keyword rating of the 
object. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

A. KEYWORD-NNE: 
In previous work, BKC algorithm drops its performance when the number of query keywords are increases. To solve 
this problem, here developed a more efficient keyword nearest neighbour expansion (keyword-NNE) which uses the 
different strategy. In this algorithm, one query is considered as a principal query keyword. Those objects are associated 
with principal query keyword are considered as principal objects. Keyword-NNE computes local best solution for each 
principal object. BKC algorithm returns the lbkc with having highest evaluation. For each principal object, its lbkc can 
be simply selects few nearby and highly rated objects by the viewer/customer. Compared with the baseline algorithm, 
the keyword covers significantly reduced. These keyword covers further processed in keyword-NNE algorithm that 
will be optimal, and each keyword candidate cover processing generates very less new candidate keyword covers.   
 
B. PRELIMINARY: 
In spatial database, each object present in database may be associated with either one or multiple keywords. In this 
object with multiple keywords are directly transformed to multiple objects located at the same location without loss of 
generality. These objects are in the form of <id, x, y, keyword, rating> where location of the objects in two dimensional 
geographical space represented by x and y. 
 
Definition 1 (Diameter): Let O be a set of objects {o1,…….,on}. For oi; oj € O, dist(oi, oj) is the euclidean distance 
between oi, oj in the two-dimensional geographical space. The diameter of O is 
Diam(O)=max dist(oi, oj). eq.(1) 
 
Each objects has its score with respect to diameter of object and keyword rating of objects in O. Interest of the user 
may be different in keyword ratings of the objects. 
 
Definition 2 (keyword Cover): Let T be a set of keywords {k1, . . . , kn} and O a set of objects {o1, . . . , on} O is a 
keyword cover of T if one object in O is associated with one and only one keyword in T. 
 
Definition 3 (Best Keyword Cover Query): Given a spatial database D and a set of query keywords T, BKC query 
returns a keyword cover O of T (O subset D) such that O.score ≥ O'.score for any keyword cover O‟ of T (O‟ subset 
D) In keyword-NNE algorithm, instead of individually processing principal objects are processed in blocks. Suppose k 
be the principal query keyword. KRR*k-tree used for indexing principal objects. Given principal node Nk in KRR*k-
tree, and lbkcNk consider as local keyword cover of Nk, that consists of Nk and other corresponding nodes of Nk in 
each non-principal query keyword. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The proposed system is provides more sensible decision making than the mCK query. Baseline algorithmwhich is 
inspired by the mCK query. The main problem of baseline algorithm is that it reduces the performance whennumber of 
query keywords increases. Keyword-NNE algorithm applies a different strategy that searches the bestsolution in query 
keyword for each object. It reduces the generated candidate keyword covers. Baseline keyword coversare passed to 
keyword-NNE algorithm for further processing which is optimal and generates less new candidatekeyword covers than 
the baseline algorithm. 
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